
Little Studio 
Setup Instructions

CAUTION
 The Little Studio System is not intended for use 
as a toy. Never leave infants unattended during 
photo shoots. Ensure that children are secure 

when posing on any props or accessories. Ensure 
that all studio equipment and lighting are secure 

and at a safe distance from your subject.

Styling the 
Little Studio System  

Baseboards add the finishing touch to the Little 
Studio. They are available for purchase separately in 
a variety of finishes. Photographers may purchase 
2 baseboards along with a baseboard corner to 
create a complete corner setting or utilize a single 
baseboard for centered portraits.

To adjoin the Little Studio 
Baseboards for corner 
portraits, simply place 
the rounded edge of the 
baseboards into the rounded 
edge of the baseboard corner. 
Ensure that the 2 small anchors on the back 
of the baseboard corner are positioned on the 
rear of the baseboard and press to secure. The 
adjoined baseboard can then be placed along the 
inner perimeter of the Little Studio.
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for purchasing this Westcott® product.
Thank You!

Register your purchase.
We have a simple form 
for registering your 
Westcott purchase that 
provides you with added 
assurance for your gear: 
fjwestcott.com/warranty
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6. Each of the 3 square sections 
of the diffusion cover feature 
a double-sided hook-and-loop 
opening. Locate the center 
square of the diffusion cover and unfasten the 
hook-and-loop tape to create an opening.

7. Insert 1 square frame through 
the opening of the center 
section of the diffusion cover. 
Ensure that the frame is 
aligned within the diffusion 
cover. Secure the framework by refastening the 
hook-and-loop tape.

8. Repeat Step 7 with the remaining sections 
of the diffusion cover and 
square frames. Ensure that 
the system is flat and that 
the hook-and-loop edges face 
upward.

9. To create the Little Studio’s corner setting, 
simply lift both of the outside sections upward. 
These sections should secure 
together with the inner 
hook-and-loop edge. When 
complete, the Little Studio 
will resemble a 3-dimensional 
corner.

1. Remove all components 
from the travel case and 
place on a large flat surface.

2. Locate the 12 Little Studio 
aluminum frame rods. 
Separate the frame rods into 
3 groups of 4 rods. Each 
group will connect to form a 
square frame.

3. Begin connecting the first group of rods together 
by adjoining the male 
corner of one rod with the 
female corner of another. 
Continue connecting the 
remaining rods to make a 
square frame.  

4. Repeat Step 3 with the 
remaining frame rod groups 
to make a total of 3 frames.

5. Locate the included Little 
Studio Diffusion Cover. 
Unfold the diffusion cover 
and place it on a flat surface 
to create a flat L-shape.

Westcott offers a wide selection of backdrops and 
baseboards designed to create room-like settings 
for photography with the Little Studio System. 

Backdrops and Floordrops are available in 
matte vinyl or art canvas and include hook-
and-loop edging for quick attachment to the 
assembled Little Studio.

Styling the 
Little Studio System 

Assembling the 
Little Studio System 

Visit FJWESTCOTT.com for full offering.


